
Background: summarize and cite research you did on the “problem/idea/etc”
ex: tiles are 1ft x 1ft, so the amount of tiles will be equal to the square footage of the hallway. Hallway is defined as the rectangle 
stretching from the N door to the Office door.

Introduction: connect your lab work to the background research. Explain how the lab tests 
scientific principles/laws/relationships/etc.
ex: I have seen the hallway, yet I dont know how many tiles are on the floor, I could measure this in many ways including 
estimation, and by taking limited measurements so I should pursue this question in the laboratory.

Hypothesis: A statement, can be if/then format. The hypothesis declares what results might 
happen.
ex: As we make increasingly precise measurements, we will approach a more accurate result.

Method: A list of steps that explains what you did. A picture is worth a thousand words.
ex:
-we estimated tiles from our chair, graphed data
(we had to guess how many tiles)
-we walked 30 steps and then graphed data again
(we measured the width of the hallway in units of tiles)
-we took 2 minutes to make our measurement any way we wanted and then graphed the data again
(we were able to measured the amount of tiles in some fraction of the length of the hallway and also had the knowledge of the 
hallways width)
-we combined data on one graph and did some analysis of the data by comparing deviations, averages, how it looked, etc

Data/Results: (QUANTITATIVE, meaning numerical): Write all measurements. What slopes were 
the graphs? What calculations did you do with (all work shown)? 
Also, (QUALITATIVE, meaning use words and describe observations of sights, sounds, etc): What 
observations did you make?
This should include an answer to the hypothesis, but don’t elaborate on the meaning!
average of round 1: 1604 (10000 outlier excluded)
average of round 2: 2367
average of round 3: 2630 (2 outliers excluded), 2510
DEVIATION: how far apart measurements are from each other
-largest standard deviation from first measurement set
-smallest standard deviation in last measurement set

Conclusion: what is meaning/importance of the lab? Connect the results of the lab/experiment/etc 
to the underlying scientific ideas/theory/etc that you researched or already knew before the lab. 
Hopefully, you added to your knowledge so explain what you gleaned from the experience. Connect 
the lab/experiment to the real world and discuss any implications. 
-based on the data, increasingly precise measurements led to increasing averages. The hallway must be bigger than people think!
-we still do not know the exact size of the hallway. Future research should look into this problem!
-larger data sets, more measurements, lead to a more reliable answer
-more precise measurements are better… 

Error Analysis: be specific, how to correct problems, % error is best
With unlimited time, we could make very precise measurements down to fractions of a tile and calculate a correct answer. How 
close were we to expected value. (2630/ actual number) is how close to 1… that can give you percent error. 


